The reservoir low temperature network:
A new topology for simultaneous heating and cooling
Fig. 1. Surveyed 5GDHC systems by country.
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- **Load is infinitely large volume**
- **Load is coil heat exchanger**
- **Heat transfer characteristic of the heat exchanger**

At \( V_m \), the heat transfer rate reaches a peak.
District cooling becomes more and more important with increasing air temperatures due to climate change, in particular in urban areas. The waste heat generated by cooling is ideally recycled for heating and domestic hot water, either immediately or time delayed using seasonal storages. Here, we present a new network topology, the reservoir low temperature network, that provides optimal mutual benefit for simultaneous heating and cooling and is, at the same time, robust in operation, flexible toward network expansion and more cost effective compared to other low temperature network topologies. We define low temperature networks as networks below 20 °C. In such systems, heat pumps supply the warm water for heating, whereas heat exchangers supply direct cooling. In the reservoir low temperature network, water continuously circulates in a ring line, which represents the “reservoir”. Clients withdraw water from this line, transfer heat and reinject the water into the same line. Clients can be residential buildings, industrial facilities, seasonal storages or even entire district heating or cooling networks.

In this work, we present a virtual, but realistic district with yearly heating and cooling demands and analyse three low temperature network topologies with respect to the energy consumption, investment costs and robustness in operation. We further present a general method to estimate savings at planning stage based on expected yearly demand profiles.